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Clifford Chance invites you to a Partner lead talk on Capital Markets and World Events. In this session, 
hear from Gareth Deiner (Partner, Capital Markets) on what it means to be a capital markets lawyer at a 
firm like Clifford Chance, which recent world events impact our clients and how these affect the type of 
work a capital markets lawyer does. 

The talk will be followed by networking with our trainees, associates and Partners in Singapore.

Date:  21 October 2022

Venue:  Clifford Chance Singapore Office 
 Marina Bay Financial Centre, 25th Floor, Tower 3 
 12 Marina Boulevard, Singapore 018982

Gareth Deiner is an English and New York qualified lawyer whose practice covers debt and equity capital 
markets transactions across the South and Southeast Asian region. Gareth advises sovereign and 
corporate issuers, private equity sponsors, financial investors, real estate investment trusts and investment 
banks on their most complex and strategic capital markets transactions and capital reorganisations. He is 
also a noted expert on ESG-related solutions and sustainable finance transactions, having advised on 
numerous award-winning and market-first transactions, particularly in the energy and infrastructure sector.

Gareth’s product-specific experience includes high yield, sovereign, corporate investment grade and cross-
over credit debt securities offerings; IPOs, placements, PIPEs and equity-linked offerings (including 
convertible, exchangeable and perpetual bond issues); US and European private placements; Islamic 
finance securities offerings; regulatory capital securities offerings and various liability management and debt 
capital markets restructuring exercises.

To register:

Time:  1 – 3 pm SGT

For Year 1s and 2s students For Year 3s, 4s, JD and LLM students

https://www.cliffordchance.com/home.html

